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On the 53-year anniversary of the Robert F. Kennedy assassination in Los Angeles, we’re reminded of what we lost as a nation and never fully recovered, writes Jack Ohman | OPINION ...
RFK reflected our best aspirations. Today, baby boomers are reminded the cost of his death
He was a Boston native and Harvard Law graduate who specialized in broad, inspirational rhetoric — top JFK speechwriter Theodore ... his class from Harvard Law School, then clerked for Supreme ...
Former White House Speechwriter Richard N. Goodwin Dies At 86
BOSTON (AP) - Four days a week ... Kennedy's assassination was defined by the stately "Camelot school" of biography, including former JFK aide Arthur Schlesinger's Pulitzer Prize-winning "A ...
JFK's image shines on despite contradictions
JFK secretly sent electoral agents into Canada ... There was no inspired rhetoric in that, just State Department boilerplate, clearly written at Foggy Bottom rather than the White House.
'Necessity has made us allies': The day JFK came to Ottawa
Kudos to the author of “Lies, rhetoric have consequences” (May 23 ... ago when I realized that it no longer had the values of JFK and Hubert Humphrey; it is even worse today.
Debate Corner: Letter against GOP disparages many
it’s the rising percentage of Americans who aren’t working at all. Ira Stoll is editor of FutureOfCapitalism.com and author of “JFK, Conservative.” ...
IRA STOLL: The war on work
On Friday, more than two years after Congress subpoenaed his testimony, Donald Trump’s White House counsel Don McGahn finally raised his hand and promised to tell the truth. But not the whole truth.
Whatever Trump’s White House counsel finally testifies to, it won’t be enough
(AP Photo/Michael Probst ... For four months, the two leaders have traded sharp rhetoric. Biden has repeatedly called out Putin for malicious cyberattacks by Russian-based hackers on U.S ...
The Latest: Kremlin official says summit ‘will not be easy’
“After leaving public life,“ JFK ... rhetorical bluster meant that his public appearances were insufficiently contrite to satisfy his critics. Still, the book immediately went to number one on ...
"We Owe It to Future Generations to Explain Why." How Robert McNamara Came to Write His Memoirs About Vietnam
While campaigning for White votes in Indiana, he toned down his rhetoric about helping the poor ... voters saw Democrats as the party pushing for school integration. By 1964, however, 45 percent ...
Social fissures have made building a broad liberal coalition hard for 50 years
For four months, the two leaders have traded sharp rhetoric. Biden repeatedly called out Putin for ransomware attacks by Russian-based hackers on U.S. interests, a disregard for democracy with the ...
'He's going to show up loaded for bear': Pompeo warns that Putin will make short work of Biden at today's showdown and that America's enemies can 'smell' the president's weakness
Biden reminds reporter how many 'days' he's been president: 'Give me a break' Anti-Semites, of course, hide inside that old rhetorical burqa ... since Ronald Reagan. JFK jumped in bed with ...
Historically, does America have a better ally than Israel?
Many Americans will proudly display the stars and stripes on June 14. Keep an eye out for the weather though, because it affects if the flag should be flown. It's Flag Day. Here is the history of ...
Today is Flag Day. Here's some history and tips on properly displaying the stars and stripes.
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Infrastructure negotiations between President Biden and lead GOP negotiator Sen. Shelley Moore Capito (R-W.Va.) have officially broken down, CBS News reported Tuesday afternoon. Moving forward,
Biden ...
Biden-Capito infrastructure negotiations have officially broken down
Barnette, ruled 6-3 that public school students could not be forced ... President Barack Obama angrily denounced Donald Trump’s anti-Muslim rhetoric in the wake of the Orlando nightclub shooting ...
Herald & Review Almanac for June 14
Those included the construction of the long-debated Trinity River toll road, the reorganization of the Dallas Independent School District ... of Dallas,” who after JFK’s murder had posed ...
Dallas Mayor Mike Rawlings to leave office after 8 years
LONDON (AP) — A 39-year-old lawmaker is set to become Northern ... Outgoing economy minister Diane Dodds said it was “regrettable” that the new team “does not match the rhetoric about healing and ...
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